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Abstra t

Querying XML has been the subje t of mu h re ent investigation. A formal bulk algebra is essential for
applying database-style optimization to XML queries. We develop su h an algebra, alled TAX (Tree Algebra
for XML), for manipulating XML data, modeled as forests of labeled ordered trees. Motivated both by aestheti
onsiderations of intuitiveness, and by eÆ ient omputability and amenability to optimization, we develop TAX
as a natural extension of relational algebra, with a small set of operators. TAX is omplete for relational algebra
extended with aggregation, and an express most queries expressible in popular XML query languages. It forms
the basis for the Timber XML database system urrently under development by us.

1

Introdu tion

XML has emerged as the lingua fran a for data ex hange, and even possibly for heterogeneous data representation.
There is onsiderable interest in querying data represented in XML. Several query languages, su h as XQuery [8℄,
Quilt [7℄, XML-QL [13℄, and XQL [28℄, have re ently been proposed for this purpose.
This leads us to the question of implementation. If we expe t to have large data sets managed using XML,
then we must be able to evaluate eÆ iently queries written in these XML query languages against these data sets.
Experien e with the su essful relational te hnology tells us that a formal bulk algebra is absolutely essential for
applying standard database style query optimization to XML queries.
An XML do ument is often viewed as a labeled ordered rooted tree. The DOM [33℄ appli ation interfa e standard
ertainly treats XML do uments in this way. There often are, in addition, ross-tree \hyperlinks." In our model,
we distinguish between these two types of edges. A similar approa h has been adopted in [27℄. With this model in
mind, in this paper we develop a simple algebra, alled Tree Algebra for XML (TAX), for manipulating XML data
modeled as forests of labeled, ordered trees. The primary hallenges we address are: (i) how to permit the ri h
variety of tree manipulations possible within a simple de larative algebra, and (ii) how to handle the onsiderable
heterogeneity possible in a olle tion of trees of similar obje ts (e.g., books). If we look at popular XML query
languages, most (in luding XQuery, whi h is likely to be ome the standard) follow an approa h of binding variables
to tree nodes, and then manipulating the use of these variables with free use of looping onstru ts where needed. A
dire t implementation of a query as written in these languages will result in a \nested-loops" exe ution plan. More
eÆ ient implementations are frequently possible | our goal is to devise a bulk manipulation algebra that enables
this sort of a ess method sele tion in an automated fashion.
We begin in Se tion 2 by dis ussing the issues in designing a bulk manipulation algebra for XML. This leads up to
our data model in Se tion 3. A key abstra tion in TAX for spe ifying nodes and attributes is that of the pattern tree,
presented in Se tion 4. We des ribe the TAX operators in Se tion 5. In Se tion 6, we show that TAX is omplete for
relational algebra extended with aggregation, and also establish translation theorems identifying substantial lasses
of queries expressible in popular XML query languages that an be translated to TAX. TAX has been designed with
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an eÆ ient implementation very entrally kept in mind. In Se tion 7, we dis uss a few key issues regarding query
evaluation and optimization using TAX, and mention a few key implementation hoi es made in Timber, a native
XML database system under development by us. We dis uss related work in Se tion 8 and on lude in Se tion 9.

2

Design Considerations

A entral feature of the relational data model is the de larative expression of queries in terms of algebrai expressions
over olle tions of tuples. Alternative a ess methods an then be devised for these bulk operations. This fa ility is
at the heart of eÆ ient implementation in relational databases.
If one is to perform bulk manipulations on olle tions of trees, relational algebra provides a good starting point
| after all most relational operations (su h as sele tion, set operations, produ t) are fairly obvious operations one
would want to perform on XML databases. The key issue here is what should be the individual members of these
olle tions in the ase of XML. In other words, what is the orre t ounterpart in XML for a relational tuple?

Tree Nodes: One natural possibility is to think of ea h DOM node (or a tagged XML element, along with its
attributes) as the XML equivalent of a tuple. Ea h element has some named attributes, ea h with a unique value,
and this stru ture looks very similar to that of a relational tuple. However, this approa h has some diÆ ulties.
For instan e, the de ned attributes need not be the same for nodes in a tree, or even for nodes with the same
tag name. So the \tuples" are not all drawn from the same domain ( artesian produ t of attribute domains).
They are \in ommensurate" and annot all be pla ed in a single relation and manipulated meaningfully. More
importantly, XML manipulation often uses stru tural onstru ts, and element in lusion (i.e., the determination of
an estor-des endant relationship between a pair of nodes in the DOM) is a frequently required ore operation. If
ea h node is a separate tuple, then determining an estor-des endant relationships requires omputing the transitive
losure over parent- hild links, ea h of whi h is stated as a join operation between two tuples. This is omputationally
prohibitive. Clever en odings, su h as in [35℄ an ameliorate this diÆ ulty, but we are still left with a very low level
of query expression if these en odings are re e ted in the language and data model. Indeed, su h en odings should
be viewed as implementation te hniques for eÆ ient determination of an estor-des endant relationships, that an be
used independent of whi h data model and algebra we hoose.
An alternative data model is to treat an entire XML tree (representing a do ument or a do ument fragment) as
a fundamental unit, similar to a tuple. This solves the problem of maintaining stru tural relationships, in luding
an estor-des endant relationships. However, trees are far more omplex than tuples: they have ri her stru ture, and
the problem of heterogeneity is exa erbated. There are two routes to managing this stru tural ri hness.
Tuples of Subtrees: One route, inspired by the semanti s of XML-QL, is to transform a olle tion of trees into

a olle tion of tuples in a rst step of query pro essing; a sensible way is to use tuples of bindings for variables
with spe i ed onditions. Mu h of the manipulation an then be applied in purely relational terms to the resulting
olle tion of tuples. Trees in the answer an be generated in one nal step. However, repeated relational onstru tion
and de onstru tion steps may be required between semanti ally meaningful operations, adding onsiderable overhead.
Furthermore, su h an approa h would lead to limited opportunities for optimization.

Pure Trees: The remaining route is to manage olle tions of trees dire tly. This route sidesteps many of the

problems mentioned above, but exa erbates the issue of heterogeneity. It also presents a major hallenge for de ning
algebrai operators, in view of the relative omplexity of trees ompared to tuples. Our entral ontribution in this
paper is a de isive response to this hallenge.
We introdu e the notion of a pattern tree, whi h identi es the subset of nodes of interest in any tree in a
olle tion of trees. The pattern tree is xed for a given operation, and hen e provides the needed standardization
over a heterogeneous set. All algebrai operators manipulate nodes and attributes identi ed by means of a pattern
tree. As su h, they an apply to any heterogeneous olle tion of trees! With this innovation, we show most operators
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in relational algebra arry over to the tree domain, with appropriate modi ations. We only need to introdu e a
ouple of additional operators to deal with manipulation of the tree stru ture.
Another important property of XML is that ea h XML do ument orresponds to an ordered tree. When we query
a olle tion of su h ordered do uments, it turns out that order is riti al in some ontexts and immaterial in others.
Rather than make a hoi e at design time, TAX permits the gra eful melding, even within a single query, of pla es
where order is important and pla es where it is not.

3

Data Model

The basi unit of information in the relational model is a tuple. The ounterpart in our data model is an ordered
labeled tree. A data tree is a rooted, ordered tree, su h that ea h node arries data (its label) in the form of a set of
attribute-value pairs.
For XML data, ea h node orresponds to an element and the information ontent in it represents the attributes
of the element, while its hildren represent its subelements. XML requires that attributes asso iated with an element
be single-valued. We do not require any su h assumption for our model, in general. For XML, we assume ea h node
has a spe ial, single valued attribute alled tag whose value indi ates the type of the element. A node may have
a ontent attribute representing its atomi value, whose type an be any one of several atomi types of interest:
int, real, string, et . The notion of node ontent generalizes the notion of PCDATA in XML do uments. For
pure PCDATA nodes, this tagname ould be just PCDATA, or it ould be a more des riptive tagname if one exists. The
notions of ID and IDREFS in XML are treated just like any other attributes in our model. See Figure 1(a) for a
sample data tree. Node ontents are indi ated in parentheses.
We assume ea h node has a virtual attribute alled pedigree drawn from an ordered domain.1 Operators of
the algebra an a ess node pedigrees mu h like other attributes for purposes of manipulation and omparison.
Intuitively, the pedigree of a node arries the history of \where it ame from" as trees are manipulated by operators.
Sin e algebra operators do not update attribute values, the pedigree of an existing node is not updated either. When
a node is opied, all its attributes are opied, in luding pedigree. When a new node is reated, it has a null pedigree.
Pedigree plays a entral role in grouping, sorting, and dupli ate elimination. As we shall show later, appropriate use
of this attribute an be valuable for dupli ate elimination and grouping, and for indu ing/maintaining tree order in
query answers. It is useful to regard the pedigree as \do ument-id + o set-in-do ument." Indeed, this is how we
have implemented pedigree in Timber, our implementation of TAX. While pedigree is in some respe ts akin to a
lightweight element identi er, it is not a true identi er. For instan e, if a node is opied, then both the original and
the opy have the same pedigree | something not possible with a true identi er.
A relation in a relational database is a olle tion of tuples with the same stru ture. The equivalent notion in TAX
is a olle tion of trees, with similar, not ne essarily identi al, stru ture. Sin e subelements are frequently optional,
and quite frequently repeated, two trees following the same \s hema" in TAX an have onsiderable di eren e in
their stru ture.
A relational database is a set of relations. Correspondingly, an XML database should be a set of olle tions. In
both ases, the database is a set of olle tions. While this is rarely onfusing in the relational ontext, one frequently
has the tenden y in an XML ontext to treat the database as a single set, \ attening out" the nested stru ture.
To ght this tenden y, we onsistently use the term olle tion to refer to a set of tree obje ts, orresponding to a
relation in a relational database. The whole database, then, is a set of olle tions.
Relational implementations have found it useful to support relations as multi-sets (or bags) rather than sets. In a
similar vein, we expe t TAX implementations to implement olle tions as multi-sets, and perform expli it dupli ate
elimination, where required.
Ea h relational algebra operator takes one or more relations as input and produ es a relation as output. Correspondingly, ea h TAX operator takes one or more olle tions (of data trees) as input and produ es a olle tion as
output.
1 Pedigrees are not shown in our example data trees to minimize lutter.
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4

Predi ates and Patterns

4.1

Allowable Predi ates

Predi ates are entral to mu h of querying. While the hoi e of the spe i set of allowable predi ates is orthogonal
to TAX, any given implementation will have to make a hoi e in this matter. For on reteness, we mention a
representative list of allowable predi ates below, with a lear understanding that this list is extensible.
For a node (element) $i, any attribute attr and value val from its domain, the atom $i.attr  val is allowed,
where  is one of =; 6=; >; et .2 As a spe ial ase, when attr is of type string, a wild ard omparison su h as
attr = \*val*", where val is a string, is allowed. Similarly, for two nodes $i and $j, and attributes attr and
attr0 , the atom $i.attr  $j.attr0 is allowed. Spe i ally, the attribute ould be the pedigree: predi ates of the
form $i.pedigree  , $i.pedigree  $j.pedigree, where is a onstant and  is = or 6=, are also allowed. In
addition, atoms involving aggregate operators, arithmeti (e.g., $i.attr + $j.attr0 = 0), and string operations
(e.g., $i.attr = $j.attr0\terrorism"), are allowed. Finally, we have predi ates based on the position of a node
in its tree. For instan e, $i.index = first means that node $i is the rst hild of its parent. More generally,
index($i, $j) = n means that node $i is the nth node among the des endants of node $j. Similarly, $i before
$j means node $i o urs before node $j. Both these predi ates are based on the preorder enumeration of the relevant
data tree.
4.2

Pattern Tree

A basi synta ti requirement of any algebra is the ability to spe ify attributes of interest. In relational algebra, this
is a omplished straightforwardly. Doing so for a olle tion of trees is non-trivial for several reasons. First, merely
spe ifying attributes is ambiguous: attributes of whi h nodes? Se ond, spe ifying nodes by means of id is impossible,
sin e by design, we have kept the model simple with no expli it notion of obje t id. Third, identifying nodes by
means of their position within the tree is umbersome and an easily be ome tri ky.
If the olle tions (of trees) we have to deal with are always homogeneous, then we ould draw a tree identi al
to those in the olle tion being manipulated, label its nodes, and use these labels to unambiguously spe ify nodes
(elements). In a sense, these labels play a role similar to that of olumn numbers in relational algebra. However,
olle tions of XML data trees are typi ally heterogeneous. Besides, we frequently we do not even know (or are
about) the omplete stru ture of ea h tree in a olle tion: we wish only to referen e some portion of the tree that
we are about. Thus, we need a simple, but powerful means of identifying nodes in a olle tion of trees.
We solve this problem using the notion of a pattern tree, whi h provides a simple, intuitive spe i ation of nodes
and hen e attributes of interest. It also is parti ularly well-suited to graphi al representation.

De nition 4.1 (Pattern Tree) Formally, a pattern tree (pattern for short) is a pair P = (T; F ), where T = (V; E )
is a node-labeled and edge-labeled tree su h that:





ea h node in V has a distin t integer3 as its label;
ea h edge is either labeled p (for parent- hild) or ad (for an estor-des endant).
F is a formula, i.e. a boolean ombination of predi ates appli able to nodes.

While the formal semanti s of patterns are given in the next subse tion, here we give some examples. Figure 1(b)
shows a pattern that asks for books published before 1988 and having at least one author. The edge label p indi ates
that year must be a dire t subelement of book, while the edge label ad indi ates that author ould be any nested
des endant subelement. As another example, the pattern in Figure 1( ) asks for books published by a publisher
2 We also allow the variants $i. = val and $i.attr = ; the former says val appears as a value of some attribute, while the latter

says the attribute attr is de ned for node $i.
3 Labels are denoted $i, for integer i.
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$1

bib

pc
book

book

ad

book

$2

publisher[Morgan Kaufman]

title[How To Be A Dummy]

author[Jack]

year[1985]

publisher[Computer Science Press]

title[A Dummy for a Computer]

author[Jill]

author[Jack]

year[1970]

publisher[Morgan Kaufman]

title[the Life of a Dummy]

author[Jill]

year[1990]

(a)

$3

$1

pc pc
$2

$1.tag = book &
$2.tag = year &
$2.content < 1988 &
$3.tag = author

$3

pc
$4

(b)

$1.tag = book &
$2.tag = publisher &
$2.content = "*Science*" &
$3.tag = author &
$4.tag = author &
$3 BEFORE $4 &
$3.content = "Jack" &
$4.content = "Jill"

(c)

Figure 1: (a) A one-tree XML database, and (b),( ) Two pattern trees
whose name ontains the string \S ien e" and authored by Ja k and Jill in that order. In both examples, see how
the tree and the formula F intera t.
We have hosen to allow an estor-des endant (ad) edges, in addition to the basi parent- hild (p ) edges, in a
pattern tree be ause we believe that one may often wish to spe ify just su h a relationship without involving any
intervening nodes, a feature ommonly found in XML query languages. We note that additional onstru ts are
possible. For instan e, we ould introdu e edges that are labeled by onstraints, to obtain the full fun tionality of
regular expressions. Any su h extension to the de nition of a pattern tree is orthogonal to the de nition of the TAX
operators below.
Pattern trees in TAX also permit attributes of nodes to be ompared with other attributes of (other) nodes,
analogously to sele tion predi ates in relational algebra permitting di erent attributes to be ompared. See, for
instan e Figure 1( ), where the position of two nodes is ompared using the BEFORE predi ate.
4.3

Witness Tree

A pattern tree P = (T; F ) onstrains ea h node in two ways. First, the formula F may impose value-based predi ates
on any node. Se ond, the pattern requires ea h node to have stru tural relatives (parent, des endants, et .) satisfying
other value-based predi ates spe i ed in F . Of these, the value-based predi ates are in turn based on the allowable
set of atomi predi ates appli able to pattern tree nodes.
Formally, let C be a olle tion of data trees, and P = (T; F ) a pattern tree. An embedding of a pattern P into a
olle tion C is a total mapping h : P!C from the nodes of T to those of C su h that:




h preserves the stru ture of T , i.e. whenever (u; v ) is a p (resp., ad) edge in T , h(v ) is a hild (resp., des endant)
of h(u) in C .

The image under the mapping h satis es the formula F .

Let h : P!C be an embedding and let u be a node in T and v a node in C su h that v = h(u). Then we say the
data tree node v mat hes the pattern node u (under the embedding h). Note that an embedding need not be 1-1, so
the same data tree node ould mat h more than one pattern node.
Note also that we have ignored order among siblings in the pattern tree as we seek to embed it in a data tree.
Siblings in a pattern tree may in general be permuted to obtain the needed embedding. We have hosen to permit
this be ause su h queries seemed to us to be more frequent than queries in whi h the order of nodes in the pattern
tree is material. Moreover, if maintaining order among siblings is desired, this is easily a omplished through the
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book

book

book

book

book

book

author[Jack]

year[1985]

author[Jill]

(b)

author[Jack]

year[1970]

author[Jack]

author[Jill]

author[Jack]

author[Jack]

year[1985]

author[Jill]

year[1970]

author[Jack]

year[1970]

(a)

book

(c)

Figure 2: Results of various operations applied to the database of Figure 1(a)
use of ordering predi ates (su h as BEFORE), and an even be applied sele tively. For example, Figure 1( ) spe i es
a pattern that seeks books with authors Ja k and Jill, with Ja k appearing before Jill, and having a publisher
``*S ien e*'', though we do not are whether the publisher subelement of book appears before or after the author
subelements.
We next formalize the semanti s of pattern trees using a notion of witness trees. Ea h embedding of a pattern
tree into a database indu es a witness tree of the embedding:

De nition 4.2 (Witness Tree) Let C be a olle tion of data trees, P = (T; F ) a pattern tree, and h : P!C an
embedding. Then the witness tree asso iated with this is the data tree, denoted hC (P ) de ned as follows:



a node n of C is present in the witness tree if n = h(u) for some node u in the pattern P , i,e. n mat hes some
pattern node under the mapping h.



for any pair of nodes n; m in the witness tree, whenever m is the losest an estor of n in C among those present
in the witness tree, the witness tree ontains the edge (m; n).



the witness tree preserves the order on the nodes it retains from C , i.e. for any two nodes in hC (P ), whenever
m pre edes n in the preorder node enumeration of C , m pre edes n in the preorder node enumeration of hC (P )
as well.

Let I

2 C be the data tree su h that all nodes of the pattern tree T map to I under h. We then

tree of the witness tree hC (P ). We also refer to hC (P ) as the witness tree of I under h.

all I the sour e

The meaning of a witness tree should be straightforward. The nodes in an instan e that satisfy the pattern are
retained and the original tree stru ture is restri ted to the retained nodes to yield a witness tree. If a given pattern
tree an be embedded in an input tree instan e in multiple ways, then multiple witness trees are obtained, one for
ea h embedding. For example, Figure 2(a) shows witness trees resulting from embedding the pattern of Figure 1(b)
into the database of Figure 1(a) in three di erent ways. Thus, the same book appears in two di erent witness trees,
on e for ea h possible author node binding.
4.4

Tree Value Fun tion

Given a olle tion of trees, we would like to perform ordering and grouping operations along the lines of ORDERBY and
GROUPBY in SQL. In fa t, ordering is required if (ordered) trees are to be onstru ted from (unordered) olle tions.
However, we on e again have to take into a ount the possible heterogeneity of stru ture in a olle tion of trees,
making it hard to spe ify the nodes at whi h to nd the attributes of interest. We solve this problem in a rather
6

general way, by proposing the notion of a tree value fun tion (TVF) that maps a data tree (typi ally, sour e trees
of witness trees) to an ordered domain (su h as real numbers). The exa t nature of this TVF is orthogonal to the
algebra, although we assume it is eÆ iently omputable. A simple example tree value fun tion might map a tree
to the value of an attribute at a node (or a fun tion of the tuple of attribute values asso iated with one or more
nodes) in the tree (identi ed by means of a pattern tree); an example using TVFs is presented in Se tion 5.5. Thus,
while pattern trees are used in all operators of our algebra, tree value fun tions are useful in performing grouping
and ordering.

5

The Operators

All operators in TAX take olle tions of data trees as input, and produ e a olle tion of data trees as output. TAX
is thus a \proper" algebra, with omposability and losure. The notions of pattern tree and tree value fun tion
introdu ed in the pre eding se tion play a pivotal role in many of the operators.
5.1

Sele tion

The obvious analog in TAX for relational sele tion is for sele tion applied to a olle tion of trees to return the input
trees that satisfy a spe i ed sele tion predi ate (spe i ed via a pattern). However, this in itself may not preserve
all the information of interest. Sin e individual trees an be large, we may be interested not just in knowing that
some tree satis ed a given sele tion predi ate, but also the manner of su h satisfa tion: the \how" in addition to the
\what". In other words, we may wish to return the relevant witness tree(s) rather than just a single bit with ea h
data tree in the input to the sele tion operator.
To appre iate this point, onsider sele ting books that were published before 1988 from a olle tion of books. Let
it generate a subset of the input olle tion, as in relational algebra. But if the input olle tion omprises a single
bibliography data tree with book subtrees, as in Figure 1(a), the sele tion output would return the original data
tree, leaving no lue about whi h book was published before 1988.
Sele tion in TAX takes a olle tion C as input, and a pattern P and adornment sl as parameters, and returns an
output olle tion. Ea h data tree in the output is the witness tree indu ed by some embedding of P into C , modi ed
as possibly pres ribed in sl. The adornment list, sl, lists nodes from P for whi h not just the nodes themselves,
but all des endants, are to be returned in the output. If this adornment list is empty, then just the witness trees are
returned. Formally, the output P ;sl (C ) of the sele tion operator is a olle tion of trees, one per embedding of P
into C . The output tree asso iated with an embedding h : P!C is de ned as follows.



A node u in the input olle tion C belongs to the output i u mat hes some pattern node in P under h, or
u is a des endant of a node v in C whi h mat hes some pattern node w under h and w's label appears in the
adornment list sl.



Whenever nodes u; v belong to the output su h that among the nodes retained in the output, u is the losest
an estor of v in the input, the output ontains the edge (u; v ).



The relative order among nodes in the input is preserved in the output, i.e. for any two nodes u; v in the
output, whenever u pre edes v in the preorder enumeration of C , u pre edes v in the preorder enumeration of
the output.

Contents of all nodes, in luding pedigrees, are preserved from the input. As an example, let C be a olle tion
of book elements in Figure 1(a), and let P be the pattern tree in Fig 1(b). Then P ;sl (C ) produ es exa tly the
olle tion of trees in Fig 2(a) if the adornment list sl is empty. On the other hand, if sl in ludes $1, then the entire
subtree is retained for ea h book (node $1) in the result.
Be ause a spe i ed pattern an mat h many times in a single tree, sele tion in TAX is a one-many operation.
This notion of sele tion is stri tly more general than relational sele tion. See Se tion 6.1. If we desire only to return
7

entire trees, from the input olle tion, that mat h the sele tion predi ate, then all we have to do is to add a new root
node labeled $1 to the pattern tree, with an ad edge to the previous root, and take a onjun tion of the previous
formula F with isRoot($1)4, and to pla e $1 in the adornment list sl.
5.2

Proje tion

For trees, proje tion may be regarded as eliminating nodes other than those spe i ed. In the substru ture resulting
from node elimination, we would expe t the (partial) hierar hi al relationships between surviving nodes that existed
in the input olle tion to be preserved.
Proje tion in TAX takes a olle tion C as input and a pattern tree P and a proje tion list pl as parameters. A
proje tion list is a list of node labels appearing in the pattern P , possibly adorned with . The output P ;P L (C ) of
the proje tion operator is de ned as follows.





A node u in the input olle tion C belongs to the output i there is an embedding h : P!C su h that u mat hes
some pattern node in P whose label appears in the proje tion list pl, or u is a des endant of a node v in C
whi h mat hes some pattern node w and w and w's label appears in the proje tion list pl with a \*".
Whenever nodes u; v belong to the output su h that among the nodes retained in the output, u is the losest
an estor of v in the input, the output ontains the edge (u; v ).
The relative order among nodes is preserved in the output, i.e., for any two nodes u; v in an output tree,
whenever u pre edes v in the preorder enumeration of C , u pre edes v in the preorder enumeration of the
output tree.

Contents of all nodes, in luding pedigrees, are preserved from the input. As an example, suppose we use the
pattern tree of Figure 1(b) and proje tion list f$1,$3g, and apply a proje tion to the database of Figure 1(a). Then
we obtain the result shown in Figure 2(b).
A single input tree ould ontribute to zero, one, or more output trees in a proje tion. This number ould be
zero, if there is no witness to the spe i ed pattern in the given input tree. It ould be more than one, if some of the
nodes retained from the witnesses to the spe i ed pattern do not have any an estor-des endant relationships. This
notion of proje tion is stri tly more general than relational proje tion. If we wish to ensure that proje tion results in
no more than one output tree for ea h input tree, all we have to do is to in lude the pattern tree's root node in the
proje tion list and add a onstraint predi ate that the pattern tree's root must be mat hed only to data tree roots.
In relational algebra, one is dealing with \re tangular" tables, so that sele tion and proje tion are orthogonal
operations: one hooses rows, the other hooses olumns. With trees, we do not have the same \re tangular"
stru ture to our data. As su h sele tion and proje tion are not so obviously orthogonal. Yet, they are very di erent
and independent operations, and are generalizations of their respe tive relational ounterparts. For instan e, the
pattern tree of Figure 1(b) and proje tion list f$1,$2,$3g, used as parameters to a proje tion of the database of
Figure 1(a), results in Figure 2( ). Compare this with the sele tion result shown in Figure 2(a) for the same pattern
tree and database.
5.3

Produ t

The produ t operation takes a pair of olle tions C and D as input and produ es an output olle tion orresponding
to the \juxtaposition" of every pair of trees from C and D. More pre isely, C  D produ es an output olle tion as
follows.



for ea h pair of trees Ti 2 C and Tj 2 D, C  D ontains a tree, whose root is a new node, with a tag name of
tax produ t root, a null pedigree, and no other attributes or ontent; its left hild is the root of Ti , while its
right hild is the root of Tj .

4 Te hni ally, it is unne essary to assume isRoot as a primitive predi ate. It an be expressed by subtra ting nodes with parents from
the set of all nodes. However, expressing it dire tly improves both readability and eÆ ien y.
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$4
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$5

$3

review

review

review
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(c)

title[How To Be A Dummy]

(b)

author[Jack]

$3.content = $6.content &
$3.tag = book−title &
$6.tag = title &
$2.tag = review &
$4.tag = book &
$5.tag = author

book−title[Crouching Theorem]

$6

book−title[How To Be A Dummy]

book−title[Crouching Theorem]

reviewer[Carroll]

book−title[How To Be A Dummy]

reviewer[Lewis]

(a)

tax_prod_root

ad

ad

(d)

Figure 3: (a) An input olle tion, (b) A pattern tree, ( ) A Join Result, and (d) An additional left outerjoin result



for ea h node in the left and right subtrees of the new root node, all attribute values, in luding pedigree, are
the same as in the input olle tions.

The hoi e of a null pedigree for the newly reated root nodes re e ts the fa t that these nodes do not have their
origins in the input olle tions. Sin e data trees are ordered, C D and D C are not the same. This departure from
the relational world is justi ed sin e order is irrelevant for tuples but important for data trees whi h orrespond to
XML do uments.
As in relational algebra, join an be expressed as produ t followed by sele tion. For example, the reviews olle tion
of Figure 3(a), joined with the books olle tion of Figure 1(a), by taking the produ t and applying a sele tion with
the pattern shown in Figure 3(b), yields the result shown in Figure 3( ).
We an also derive other operators. For instan e, the left outerjoin of the same olle tions, with the same
onditions, results in a olle tion that in ludes the tree of Figure 3(d) in addition to Figure 3( ). We de ne these
formally below.

De nition 5.1 (Join and Outerjoin) Let C 1 ; C 2 be any olle tions of trees and P i = (Ti ; Ci ); i = 1; 2 be any
two patterns. Let Æi ; i = 1; 2 be either sele tion or proje tion and Li ; i = 1; 2 interpreted either as sele tion list SL or
proje tion list PL depending on what Æi is. Then the join operation Æ1P ;L (C 1 ) ./newTag;$i:attr1=$j:attr2 Æ2P ;L (C 2 ),
2 2
1 1
where $i refers to a node label in T1 and $j to one in T2 , has the following semanti s: for ea h pair of witness trees
obtained from the operations ÆiP ;L (C i ); i = 1; 2, say W1 ; W2 , whenever the mat h of the node $i, say w1 in W1 and
i
i
the mat h of node $j, say w2 in W2 are su h that w1 :attr1 = w2 :attr2 holds then the output olle tion ontains a
tree whose root is of tag newTag; its left hild is the root of W1 and right hild is the root of W2 .
Æ2 (C ),
The left outerjoin of the above expressions is de ned as follows: Æ1P ;L (C 1 ) {{./
1 1
newTag;$i:attr1=$j:attr2 P 2 ;L2 2
where $i refers to a node label in T1 and $j to one in T2 , has the following semanti s: for every witness tree W1
obtained from the operation Æ1P 1 ;L1 (C 1 ), the output ontains one or more trees, determined as follows:



if for no witness tree W2 obtained from the operation Æ2P 2 ;L2 (C 2 ) the mat hes w1 of node $i in W1 and w2
of node $j in W2 do not satisfy the ondition w1 :attr1 = w2 :attr2, then the output ontains just one tree
orresponding to W1 ; its root is of tag newTag and its only hild is the root of W1 .



if the above does not hold, then for every witness tree W2 obtained from Æ2P ;L (C 2 ), whenever the mat hes w1
2 2
of node $i in W1 and w2 of node $j in W2 satisfy the ondition w1 :attr1 = w2 :attr2, then the output ontains
a tree; its root is of tag newTag, its left hidl is the root of W1 and the right hild is the root of W2 .
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The following lemma shows join and left outerjoin are indeed derived operators.

Lemma 5.1 (Derived Operators) :

Both join and left outerjoin an be simulated in TAX.

Proof: First, onsider join. Constru t a new tree pattern as follows. It has a root and has an isomorphi opy of T1

as its left hild and an isomorphi opy of T2 as its right hild. Assign distin t node labels. The asso iated formula
is the ojun tion of C1 and C2 together with the ondition $i.attr1 = $j.attr2, where $i, $j are the node labels of
the ndoes involved in the join ondition. Call the resulting pattern P . Then the join is equivalent to the expression
P ;SL:fg [Æ1P ;L (C 1 ) newTag Æ2P ;L (C 2 )℄. Left outerjoin an now be simulated by proje ting [Æ1P ;L (C 1 ) newTag
1 1
2 2
1 1
Æ2P 2 ;L2 (C 2 )℄ [Æ1P 1 ;L1 (C 1 ) ./newTag;$i:attr1=$j:attr2 Æ2P 2 ;L2 (C 2 )℄ on nodes orresponding to the opy of T1 and unioning
it with the join.

5.4

Set Operations

As in the relational model, we fall ba k on set theory for set union, interse tion and di eren e. The only issue is
to spe ify when two elements (data trees) should be onsidered identi al. Sin e our trees are ordered, obtaining
a orresponden e between nodes is straightforward. We then require that all attributes at orresponding nodes,
in luding tag, pedigree, and ontent, be identi al. Formally, two data trees T1 ; T2 are equal i there exists an
isomorphism  : T1 !T2 between the two sets of nodes that preserves edges and order, and furthermore, for every
value-based atom of the form \attribute  value", the atom is true at a node u in T1 i it is true at node (u) in T2 .
Given this notion of (deep) equality, union, interse tion, and di eren e are de ned in the standard way. Multi-set
versions of these operations are also possible. In parti ular, for union, we ould de ne the result multipli ity based
on sum or max.
5.5

Grouping

Unlike in the relational model, we separate grouping and aggregation. The rationale is that grouping has a natural
dire t role to play for restru turing data trees, orthogonally to aggregation. It is worth noting that su h an approa h
has also been taken [2℄ in some re ent proposals for an OLAP algebra.
The obje tive is to split a olle tion into subsets of (not ne essarily disjoint) data trees and represent ea h subset
as an ordered tree in some meaningful way. As a motivating example, onsider a olle tion of book elements grouped
by title. We may wish to group this olle tion by author, thus generating subsets of book elements authored by
a given author. Multiple authorship naturally leads to overlapping subsets. We an represent ea h subset in any
desired manner, e.g., by the alphabeti al order of the titles or by the year of publi ation, and so forth. There is no
(value-based) aggregation involved in this task, whi h involves splitting the olle tion into subsets and ordering trees
within a subset in a spe i ed way.
In relational grouping, it is easy to spe ify the grouping attributes. In our ase, we will need to use a tree value
fun tion for this purpose. We formalize this as follows.
The groupby operator takes a olle tion as input and the following parameters.



A pattern tree P ; this is the pattern used for grouping. Corresponding to ea h witness tree Tj of P , we keep
tra k of the sour e tree Ij from whi h it was obtained.



A grouping fun tion that partitions the set W of witness trees of P against the olle tion C . Typi ally, this
grouping fun tion will be instantiated by means of a grouping list that lists elements (by label in P ), and/or
attributes of elements, whose values are used to obtain the required partition. The default omparison of
element values is \shallow", ignoring sub-element stru ture. Element labels in a grouping list may possibly be
followed by a `*', in whi h ase not just the element but the entire sub-tree rooted at this element is mat hed.



An ordering tree value fun tion orfun that maps data trees to an ordered domain. This fun tion is used to
order members of a group for output, in the manner des ribed below.
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tax_group_root
tax_grouping_list

tax_group_root
tax_grouping_list

tax_group_subroot
book

tax_group_subroot

book

book

author[Jill]

year[1970]

author[Jill]

author[Jack]

year[1985]

author[Jack]

year[1970]

author[Jack]

Figure 4: Grouping the witness trees of Fig 2(a) by Author ($3. ontent in the pattern tree, shown in Figure 1b),
and ordering ea h group by year (orfun  $2. ontent)
The output tree Si orresponding to ea h group Wi is formed as follows: the root of Si has tag tax group root,
a null pedigree and two hildren; its left hild ` has tag tax grouping basis, a null pedigree, and a sub-tree rooted
at this node that aptures the grouping basis; its right hild r has tag tax group subroot, a null pedigree; its
hildren are the roots of sour e trees orresponding to witness trees in Wi , arranged in in reasing order w.r.t. the
value orfun(Tj ), Ij being the sour e tree asso iated with the witness tree Tj . Sour e trees having more than one
witness tree will appear more than on e in the output { on e in ea h group orresponding to ea h witness tree.
When a grouping operation is performed, the result should in lude not just a bun h of groups, but also \labels"
asso iated with ea h group identifying the basis for reation of this group. (In relational systems, this is the set of
grouping attributes for the group, whi h will be retained separately even as the remaining attributes of tuples in the
group are ondensed through aggregation). A generi grouping basis fun tion must spe ify the manner in whi h this
information is to be retained, under the tax grouping basis node of the result. In the typi al ase of a grouping list
being used to partition, the grouping list an also be applied as a proje tion list parameter to obtain a proje tion of
the sour e trees asso iated with ea h groups. These proje tions, by de nition, must all be identi al within a group,
ex ept for their pedigree. By onvention, we asso iate the least of the pedigree values for ea h node, and eliminate
the rest. The result is made a hild of the tax grouping basis node. If the proje tion returns a forest, order is
preserved among the trees in this forest.
Consider the database of Figure 2(a). Apply grouping to it based on the pattern tree of Figure 1(b), grouped by
author, and ordered by year. The result is shown in Figure 4. If this grouping had been applied to an XML database
onsisting of one tree for ea h book in the example database of Figure 1(a), one of the books (published in 1970)
would appear in two groups, one for ea h of the authors.
A few words regarding the way olle tions of sour e trees are partitioned are in order. For every node label of the
form $i in the grouping list, we use a shallow notion of equality: two mat hes of this node are equal provided their
ontents (set of attribute value pairs, ex ept for pedigree) are identi al. For every node label of the form $i* in the
grouping list, we use a deep notion of equality. Under this, two mat hes of this node are equal provided there is an
isomorphism between the subtrees rooted at these mat hing nodes, that preserves order and node ontents (ex ept
for pedigree). Deep equality is also used as a basis for de ning set operations (see Se tion 5.4), but there pedigree
attributes are also onsidered. In short, equality an be deep or shallow, and it an be by value (without pedigree)
or by node identity (using pedigree). The appropriate notion should be used in ea h ir umstan e.

Dupli ate Elimination by Value Due to the presen e of the pedigree attribute, two distin t nodes in the input,
even if identi al in value, are not onsidered dupli ates for purposes of set operations.
However, there is often the need to eliminate dupli ates by value of (spe i ed) attributes. For example the distin t
operator in XQuery would require it. We an show
Lemma 5.2 (Dupli ate Elimination) : Dupli ate elimination of nodes by value an be expressed in TAX.
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Proof: The basi idea is to group the given olle tion of data trees based on the root element, and then delete the

right subtree of the root node in ea h tree in the resulting olle tion. More pre isely, perform grouping using the
pattern ($1; isRoot($1), and then do a proje tion with the pattern
($1 , $1.tag=tax_group_root & )
|
$2.tag=tax_grouping_basis
$2
|
$3

and the proje tion list PL = ($3). It is easy to see that the resulting olle tion will ontain exa tly one tree from
ea h set of identi al (w.r.t. deep equality) trees in the input olle tion.

Sorting

ORDERBY is a useful operator in SQL, used to present results in a sorted order. Sin e sets are unordered

by de nition, this operator an only be applied to the output in relational algebra. In TAX, olle tions are unordered.
However, trees themselves are ordered. Frequently, the result of a query is omposed into a (XML) tree, thereby
imposing an order on it.
The grouping operator of TAX is used for both ordering a olle tion and onverting it into a tree. To a omplish
this, use an empty grouping basis, so that all trees in the input olle tion map to a single output group. The
result is a single tree in the output, with ea h input tree a hild of the tax group subroot. The ordering fun tion
spe i es their relative order. The desired nal result is now obtained by proje ting away the tax group root and the
tax grouping basis.
If a query spe i es an expli it sort order, based on the values of sele ted elements/attributes, this an be stated
in the ordering fun tion, identifying the appropriate elements/attributes with the pattern tree in the usual manner.
If a query requires that the output be ordered not on the basis of value, but on the basis of position in the input
do ument, then one an use node pedigrees for this purpose. The ordering fun tion an use a term representation of
ea h tree, using pedigrees for ea h node, and sort these lexi ographi ally.
5.6

Aggregation

The purpose of aggregation is to map olle tions of values to aggregate or summary values. Common aggregate
fun tions are MIN, MAX, COUNT, SUM, et . However, the exa t hoi e is orthogonal to the algebra. When
generating summary values, we should spe ify exa tly where the newly omputed value should be inserted, under
what tag and/or as value of whi h attribute. More pre isely, the aggregation operator A takes a olle tion as input
and a pattern P , an aggregate fun tion f1 and an update spe i ation as parameters. The update spe i ation
denotes where the aggregate value omputed should be inserted in the output trees. The exa t set of possible ways
of spe ifying this insertion is an orthogonal issue and should anyway remain an extensible notion. We only give some
examples of this spe i ation. E.g., we might want the omputed aggregate value to be the last hild of a spe i ed
node (after lastChild ($i)), or immediately pre eding or following a spe i ed node (e.g. pre edes ($i)).
We assume the name of the attribute that is to arry the omputed aggregate value is indi ated as aggAttr =
f1 ($j:attr), or as aggAttr = f1 ($j), where aggAttr is a new name and $j is the label of some node in P .
The semanti s of the aggregation operator AaggAttr=f1 ($j:attr);afterlastChild ($i) (C ) is as follows. The output ontains
one tree orresponding to ea h input tree. It is identi al to that input tree ex ept a new right sibling is reated, for
the node in the output data tree that is the right-most hild of the node that mat hes the pattern node labeled $i in
P . This node has the attribute-value pairs f(tag; tax aggNode); (aggAttr; v)g, where v is the omputed aggregate
value. Not being a node in the input, this node has null pedigree.
Often, one is interested not just in the (extremum) aggregate value of some attribute but in the obje t that
possesses that attribute. In relational algebra, the orresponding tuple(s) an be returned by using a join between
the omputed aggregate value and the original relation. The same strategy an also be used in TAX. However, one
an do better sin e the grouping operator pre eding the aggregation would already have performed the ne essary
\join". An appropriate sele tion, after the aggregation, will do the tri k.
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5.7

Renaming

Renaming produ es a olle tion isomorphi to an input olle tion, while hanging the name of spe i ed attributes, or
the value of the tag attribute, of spe i ed nodes in ea h input tree. This is analogous to relational renaming where
attributes of tuples in a relation are renamed. We need the following notion in the de nition of renaming. Let P be a
pattern. Then a renaming spe i ation (RS) is a sequen e of expressions of the form $i:oldName newName, where
$i is one of the node labels appearing in P , and oldName, newName are any identi ers. Renaming takes a olle tion
C as input, and a pattern tree P and a renaming spe i ation rs as parameters, and generates an output olle tion
P ; (C ) as output, as follows.
 Every node in C that mat hes some pattern node labeled $i in P , under some embedding, is marked i.
rs





For every tree in the olle tion C , P ; (C ) ontains an isomorphi tree, with every attribute, in luding the
pedigree, of every node being identi al to that of the orresponding node in C .
rs

Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in
ontains the expression $i:oldName newName, then:
{ if the tag of u is oldName, then it is hanged to newName.
{ if u ontains an attribute oldName, then it is hanged to newName.
Renaming is essentially analogous to that in relational algebra. Note the stati semanti s of renaming: rst,
every node that is potentially a e ted by renaming (via any embedding) is marked; then the newName values are
assigned to the RHS of the relevant expressions, and only then the appropriate hanges are made in every marked
node. This is needed to ensure that renaming does not have a \ as ade" e e t (e.g., with rs ontaining $i:name1
name2 and $j:name2
name3, and a node u mat hes $i and $j via di erent embeddings), in the sense that tag
names or attributes are not hanged more than on e and the output is unambiguous. \Reserved" attribute names,
su h as tag and pedigree, may not be renamed. Due to multiple embeddings of the pattern tree, it is possible for
an input node to get marked more than on e. If the renaming operations due to these multiple markings lash (e.g.,
when rs ontains $i:name1 name2 and $j:name1 name3), then the renaming spe i ation is ambiguous, and a
TAX implementation may hoose to resolve the ambiguity as it sees t. One option is to treat renaming as a noop
in this ase.
5.8

P , and rs

Reordering

Often we might wish to hange the order of hildren of a node or might want to regroup subelements. For instan e,
in a bibliography we may want the book elements grouped by publisher, and se ondarily by title.
The reordering operator % takes a olle tion C as an operand, and a pattern P , a tree value fun tion f , and a
reorder list rl as parameters. The reorder list is a list of node labels appearing in P . The semanti s of reordering is
as follows. Suppose for simpli ity there is a unique node u in C that mat hes any pattern node whose label appears
in rl. Let T1 ; : : : ; Tk be the hild subtrees of u in C . Then they are reordered in in reasing order of f (Ti ). If f maps
di erent hild subtrees to the same number, TAX implementation is free to hoose any onvenient way of ordering
the hildren.
Suppose now there is more than one input node that mat hes a pattern node whose label appears in rl. Let R
be the set of all su h nodes. Sort R so that a des endant always pre edes an an estor. Then we apply the reordering
above to the nodes R in the order in whi h they appear after the sorting. Pedigrees are una e ted by reordering.
As an example, suppose C is a olle tion of books grouped by author, where ea h tree ontains all books written
by an author. We might hoose to order the book subtrees by their year of publi ation or their pri e or the number
of book pages. All of these are readily handled by invoking the reorder operator % with a reorder list that identi es
the book nodes in the pattern and a tree value fun tion that maps a book tree to its year, pri e, or number of pages,
as appropriate. The following lemma an be proved by routine indu tion.
Lemma 5.3 (Idempoten e of Reordering) : Let P be a pattern, f a tree value fun tion, su h that f applied
to a subtree rooted at a node is a fun tion of the attribute-value pairs at that node, and rl a reorder list. Then for
any olle tion, %P ;f; (%P ;f; (C )) = %P ;f; (C ), i.e. reordering is an idempotent operator.
rl

rl

rl
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x1 $1

f(x5) = 1, f(x7) = 2, f(x6) = 3,
f(x4) = 4, f(x2) = 5, f(x3) = 5.

$1, $2, $3
Reorder List

x2

$2

$3

x4

x5

x6

x3

x7

Tree Pattern

C: "true"

f maps each non-trivial tree to
the preorder enumeration of the
f-values of its nodes. E.g., f sends
the subtree rooted at x2 to (5,4,1).
Tree value function

Figure 5: A ounterexample showing why top-down semanti s for reordering makes it non-idempotent:Tree value
fun tion spe i ed for in.

Proof: Base ase is a subtree of height two, and the lemma hold trivially. For the indu tive ase, onsider a
subtree of height n + 1, and suppose that the lemma holds for ea h hild of the root of this subtree (ea h of whi h
is of height at most n). By de nition of the reorder operator, ea h of these hild subtrees is reordered rst, and
then the root is nally reordered. By the indu tive assumption, re-appli ation of the reorder operator to the hild
subtrees has no e e t. In onsequen e, re-appli ation at the root has no e e t either.
The semanti s above orresponds to applying reordering in a bottom-up manner, in that des endants are a e ted
before their an estors are. This is not a trivial matter: as an example of why a top-down evaluation of reordering
is not idempotent, onsider the pattern and tree value fun tion shown in Figure 5.
Consider a olle tion onsisting of one tree whi h is isomorphi to the pattern itself. Applying the reordering
operator with the parameters of Figure 5 top-down will produ e a tree where the (images of) hildren of the root
node $1 to be swapped. Subsequent appli ation of reordering at nodes $2 and $3 will ause their hildren in turn to
be swapped too. If the reordering operator is reinvoked, it will swap the hildren of the root node again, showing
that it is not idempotent.
5.9

Copy-and-Paste

In addition to reordering siblings, we might wish to perform more general restru turing, altering the elementsubelement relationship in a data tree. For instan e, we may want to take a bibliography arranged with books
as subelements of publishers, and transform this into a bibliography with publishers listed as subelements of books.
We introdu e here a simple operator , alled opy-and-paste, whi h takes a olle tion as input and the following
parameters: (i) a pattern P , (ii) a opy list l of node labels appearing in P , and (iii) an update spe i ation.
The update spe i ation says where the opy is to be \pasted"; example spe i ations in lude AfterLastChild ($i),
Before ($i), et ., indi ating the opy should be pasted after the last hild of the node mat hing the node labeled $i
in the pattern, or before su h a node, et .
The semanti s of opy-and-paste operation P ; l;us(C ) are as follows. For ea h tree I in the input olle tion C ,
do:
1. Mat h P against I . From ea h resulting witness tree, reate a set of binding pairs: the left member of the pair
for ea h node $j in the opy list, and the right member of the pair for ea h node $i in the update spe i ation
us.
2. Partition this set into subsets that have the same right member in ea h pair, and eliminate dupli ates. In
e e t, this step partitions the set of binding pairs into subsets representing material to be pasted at the same
spot.
3. For ea h partition set obtained in the previous step,
(a) order the pairs in it based on the pedigree of the left member of the pair.
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Figure 6: An example of Copy-and-paste.
(b) reate a new node at the spe i ed paste lo ation. The tag of the new node is tax np group and its
pedigree is null. For instan e, if the paste lo ation is AfterLastChild($i), then the new node is pla ed
after the urrent last hild of the node in I that is labeled $i.
( ) Copy every mat h of $j in I and makes this opy a hild of the node with tag tax np group reated
above. In ase the opy list l ontains $j* in pla e of $j, then not just $j's mat h, but the entire subtree
rooted at that node, is in luded in the opy. Pedigrees of nodes remain un hanged in the opy. .
As an illustration, onsider an invo ation of opy-and-paste with the pattern tree of Figure 6(b), a opy list of

$4*, and an update spe i ation of AfterLastChild ($3). Applying this to the database of Figure 6(a) results in the

stru ture of Figure 6( ). For ea h author of multiple books (in our ase, the author Jill), we make ea h \other" book
(along with its des endants), a des endant of ea h author node o urren e for this author.
5.10

Value Updates

Individual attributes of a node an be updated. We use a pattern tree to identify the nodes whose attributes need to
be updated. The new value of the attribute ould be a onstant, the value of some other attribute in the database,
or ould be omputed from other values (e.g., using arithmeti ).
Formally, an update spe i ation (us) is a sequen e of expressions of the form $i:attrName newVal, where
$i is one of the node labels appearing in P , and attrName is any attribute name, and newVal is any expression.
An expression for this purpose an be either a onstant, or be of one of the following forms: $j.attr, where $j is
some node label in P , or $j.attrattr', or an arithmeti expression involving the atomi expressions mentioned
above. Update takes a olle tion C as input, and a pattern tree P and an update spe i ation us as parameters, and
generates an output olle tion P ;us (C ) as output, as follows.





Every node in C that mat hes some pattern node labeled $i in P , under some embedding, is marked i.
For every tree in the olle tion C , P ;us (C ) ontains an isomorphi tree, with every attribute of every node
being identi al to that of the orresponding node in C .
Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in
ontains the expression $i:attrName newVal, where newVal is not a (string) onstant, evaluate
newVal; if it does not evaluate to a unique onstant, then the update operation is unde ned.

P , and us
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Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in
ontains the expression $i:attrName newVal, then if u ontains an attribute attrName, then its
value is hanged to (the unique evaluated value of) newVal.

P , and us

Due to multiple embeddings of the pattern tree, it is possible for an input node to get marked more than on e.
If the update operations due to these multiple markings lash, then the update spe i ation is ambiguous, and an
implementation of extended TAX may hoose to resolve the ambiguity as it sees t.
Note the stati semanti s of update: rst, every node that is potentially a e ted by the update is marked; then
the newVal values are assigned to the RHS of the relevant expressions, and only then the appropriate hanges are
made in every marked node. This is needed to ensure that updating does not have a \ as ade" e e t, in the sense
that attribute values are not hanged more than on e and the output is unambiguous.
5.11

Node Deletion

Deletion of nodes requires a new operator, but the basi idea still remains the same. A pattern tree is used to identify
nodes, and a delete spe i ation indi ates by node label whi h nodes to delete. Formally, the delete operator takes
a olle tion C as input, and a pattern tree P and a delete spe i ation ds as parameters. A delete spe i ation (ds)
is a sequen e of expressions of the form $i or $i*, where $i is one of the node labels appearing in P . It generates
an output olle tion ÆP ;ds (C ) as output, as follows.





Every node in C that mat hes some pattern node labeled $i in P , under some embedding, is marked i.
For every tree in the olle tion C , ÆP ;ds (C ) ontains an isomorphi tree, with every attribute of every node
being identi al to that of the orresponding node in C .
Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in

P , then
{ If ds
{ If ds

ontains the expression $i*, then node u is deleted along with all of its des endants.
ontains the expression $i, then node u is deleted, and ea h of its hildren is made a dire t hild of
u's parent. These hildren retain their relative order, and are inserted in the same position w.r.t. node
u's siblings as node u used to be.

In short, the delete node operation is almost identi al to the value update operation, ex ept for the extra are
ne essary when deleting non-leaf nodes. We additionally permit delete spe i ations to in lude expressions of the
form $i.attrName, and interpret this to mean deletion of the indi ated attribute rather than deletion of the entire
node.
Node deletion is very similar to proje tion. In fa t, it an be viewed as proje tion with a omplemented proje tion
list, spe ifying nodes to be eliminated rather than nodes to be retained. Sin e ea h element in either form of list
is spe i ed by means of a pattern tree, there is no simple way in general (without introdu ing negation into the
de nition of a pattern tree and its witnesses) to transform a positive proje tion (retention) list into a omplemented
proje tion (deletion) list, and vi e versa.
5.12

Node Insertion

When inserting nodes (rather than just attributes), we have a little more information to provide. The insert spe iation has to spe ify the position w.r.t. the identi ed pattern tree nodes where the insertion should be performed.
Also, the insertion data has to be \marshalled". Insertion is always of a leaf node. If other nodes are to be made
hildren of it, one an use opy-and-paste for this purpose.
Formally, the insert operator takes a olle tion C as input, and a pattern tree P and an insert spe i ation
is as parameters. An insert spe i ation (IS) is a sequen e of expressions of the form $i.attrName=val or <
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pos >$i(attrName1=val1, attrname2=val2, ...) where $i is one of the node labels appearing in P , attrName*
are names of attributes, val* are expressions, and < pos > is a relative position expression su h as Af terLastChild
or N extSibling . It generates an output olle tion P ;is (C ) as output, as follows.







Every node in C that mat hes some pattern node labeled $i in P , under some embedding, is marked i.

For every tree in the olle tion C , P ;is (C ) ontains an isomorphi tree, with every attribute of every node
being identi al to that of the orresponding node in C .
Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in
ontains an expression involving $i, evaluate ea h val* in the expression to redu e it to a onstant.

P , and is

Whenever a node u in the output orresponds to an input node marked i and the pattern node labeled $i in

P,

{ If is ontains the expression $i.attrName=val, then node u has a new attribute added with the spe i ed

name and value. If the attribute already exists with the same name, then the attempt to insert the new
attribute auses an XML error.
{ If is ontains the expression < pos >$i..., then a new node v is inserted, with the spe i ed attributes
and values, in a position relative to u spe i ed by < pos >.

More general updates than the ones above are possible. In parti ular, it is possible to in lude referen es to old
values of attributes/ ontent in de ning the new values. On e more, there is a lear notion of old and new, so no
onfusion arises.
Old referen es should only be to values and not dire tly to stru tural information. Updates involving stru ture
are performed through np et . Of ourse new aggregate value nodes an always be reated with relevant extra ts of
stru tural information, and then these values used in any desired updates. Thus, for instan e, it is possible to add
an attribute to ea h book in some bibliography with a value equal to the total number of books in the bibliography.

6

Expressive Power of TAX

In this se tion, we establish results on the expressive power of TAX. First, we show that it is omplete for relational
algebra extended with aggregation. A entral motivation in designing TAX is to use it as a basis for eÆ ient
implementation of high level XML query languages. Later in this se tion we examine the expressive power of TAX
w.r.t. popular XML query languages.
6.1

Translating Relational Queries

Lemma 6.1 (Independen e) :
the remaining ones.

The operators in TAX are independent, i.e., no operator an be expressed using

Proof: Follow an approa h essentially similar to proof of independen e of relational algebrai operators.
Theorem 6.1 (Completeness for RA with Aggregation) :

There is an en oding s heme Rep that maps
relational databases to data tree representations su h that, for every relational database D, and for every expression Q in relational algebra extended with aggregation, there is a orresponding expression Q0 in TAX su h that
Q0 (Rep(D)) = Rep(Q(D)).

Proof: We an represent tuples as (two-level) data trees: a root node for the tuple with one hild for ea h
attribute in the tuple (see Figure 7a). Then we an show that ea h relational algebra operator an be simulated
using TAX.
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tag=tuple
name=r

tag=tuple
name=r
$1
pc
$2

C: $1.tag=tuple & $1.name=r &
$2.tag=attribute &
$2.name=A & $2.value>5
(b) Pattern for selection

tag=attribute
name=B
value=1

tag=attribute
name=A
value=6

tag=attribute
name=B
value=1

tag=attribute
name=A
value=5

SL: $1*
(c) Selection List

(a) Some Data Trees corresponding to relation r(A,B)

Figure 7: Simulating relational sele tion.
Sele tion on a relation r an be expressed using a pattern P = (T; C ) that shows the omplete stru ture of the
relation's tuple data tree representation and in luding the sele tion ondition as part of the formula C . One ould
equivalently in lude only the tuple root and the referen ed attributes in the pattern tree. In either ase, the sele tion
list is the tuple root with all its des endants ( hildren attributes). E.g., A>5 (r) where r(A; B ) is a binary relation
an be expressed using the pattern and sele tion list of Figure 7. Similarly, proje tion is simulated by means of a
pattern tree that identi es the tuple root and all (or only the relevant) attribute hildren, and a proje tion list that
omprises the tuple root and the set of attributes to be retained in the proje tion. ex ept the predi ate $3.value > 5
is dropped from the formula C . Union, di eren e, and renaming are all straightforward. Produ t in TAX introdu es
a new root node, and would have three-level trees in the output. One must proje t out the se ond level nodes in
these trees ( orresponding to the roots of the trees input to the produ t) to get the desired relational produ t result.
Thus we have shown that all relational algebra operators an be simulated in TAX.
Turning now to aggregation, the generi statement to onsider is of the form: GROUPBYG1 ;:::;Gk ;agg1 (V1 );:::;aggm (Vm ) (E ).
Let Etax be the TAX expression equivalent to E . Then the required TAX expression is obtained by applying a
GROUPBY to the TAX expression Etax equivalent to E . The grouping basis is a list spe i ed by depi ting a pattern
showing the full stru ture of trees in the olle tion returned by Etax (or at least relevant omponents thereof) and
in luding node labels orresponding to the tags G1 ; :::; Gk in the grouping list. The ordering fun tion is de ned
arbitrarily, e.g., based on pedigrees. Then we apply the aggregation operator to the resulting olle tion. The pattern
tree asso iated with the aggregation operator is obtained by depi ting the stru ture of the olle tion resulting from
grouping. The aggregate fun tions aggi (Vi ) are in luded as parameters to the aggregation operator. All of them are
added after the last hild of the root.5
6.2

Translating XML Queries

In this subse tion, we dis uss the translation of XQuery into TAX. We begin with simple single-blo k FLWR expressions, and gradually add features su h as nesting, quanti ers, and so on, until we in lude most (but not all) of
XQuery. For this purpose, we introdu e the following de nitions:

De nition 6.1 (Canoni al XQuery Statement) A anoni al XQuery statement is of the form:
FOR var11 IN
...
var1m in
LET letvar11
...
letvar1n

range1,
rangem
:= letexpr11,
:= letexpr1n

5 Stri tly speaking, we should apply the aggregation one by one, for ea h aggregate fun tion in turn. We have abbreviated this as ade

as a single appli ation of aggregation operator with many aggregate fun tions as parameters.
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WHERE onditions1
RETURN
<tag1>
<tag11>
var11
</tag11>
...
<aggtag1i>
agg(letvar1i)
</aggtag1i>
...
...
FOR vark1 IN rangek1,

...

varkl IN rangekl
LET letvarkl := letexprkl,

...

letvarkp := letexprkp
WHERE onditionsk
RETURN
<tagk>
<tagk1>
vark1
</tagk1>
...
<aggtagkj>
agg(letvarkj)
</aggtagkj>
...
</tagk>
</tag1>

Where,






variables bound in the LET lause are bound to aggregate expressions,
ea h onditionsi in the WHERE lause is a quanti er-free predi ate,
all regular path expressions used involve only onstants, wild ards and may further use '/' and '//', and
there are no fun tional alls, tag variables, or re ursion in any of the expressions mentioned.

De nition 6.2 (Single Blo k Canoni al XQuery Statement) A single blo k anoni al Xquery statement is a
anoni al Xquery statement (a \FLWR" expression) with no nesting.

Theorem 6.2 (Single Blo k Canoni al XQuery Translation) :
statement. There is an expression E in TAX that is equivalent to Q.

Proof:

This query an be translated into TAX as follows.
Step 1 (identify all tree patterns):
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Let Q be a single blo k anoni al XQuery

{ two variables $x and $y de lared within a single FOR lause are related, denoted $x  $y, if one of them

o urs in the range of another or if they are both related to a third variable; learly,  is an equivalen e
relation; split variables de lared within ea h FOR lause into equivalen e lasses based on ;
{ for ea h equivalen e lass asso iated with ea h FOR lause, onstru t a pattern tree based on the de larations as follows.
 Create one node orresponding to ea h variable, and one edge from $x to $y whenever $y o urs in
the range of $x's de laration.
 If any node has in-degree greater than one, split it into multiple nodes of in-degree one, repli ating
the sub-tree below the node.
 If the same variable name orresponds to multiple nodes, reate predi ates equating the nodes.
 Expand ea h edge into an appropriate sequen e of ad and p edges in the pattern tree, reating
intermediate nodes as required, based on the (partial) path expression orresponding to the edge.
 Instantiate node predi ates orresponding to appropriate nodes from the path expression(s).

Step 2 (push onditions to patterns): analyze the WHERE lauses and push any onditions involving only variables
from a single pattern tree to the relevant pattern tree predi ate.
Step 3 (dupli ate elimination): whenever the DISTINCT keyword is used, perform the orresponding dupli ate elimination, as des ribed in Se tion 5.5.
Step 4 (evaluate LET aggregates): use an aggregation operator, with an appropriate grouping, to evaluate aggregate
expressions in LET lauses.
Step 5 (form the joins): ompute the join of multiple pattern trees, if any, obtained from the previous steps. With
ea h join, asso iate as join onditions any predi ates from the WHERE lause that referen e variables in exa tly
the trees being joined.
Step 6 (remaining onditions in WHERE lauses): enfor e any remaining onditions in the WHERE lauses
Step 7 (evaluate RETURN aggregates): use an aggregation operator, with an appropriate grouping, to evaluate aggregate expressions in RETURN lauses.
Step 8 (ordering): perform a groupby, using the elements RETURNed for de ning the grouping basis, and the ordering
tree value fun tion de ned based on the ORDER BY lauses if any; the default is pedigree ordering.
Step 9 (proje tion): Based on the RETURN statement arguments, form the proje tion list, using opy-and-paste as
ne essary.
The resulting TAX expression E is equivalent to the query Q.
The above result applied to a single blo k XQuery statement. Nested blo ks in the WHERE or RETURN lauses
an be handled quite easily. Leading to the following result:

Theorem 6.3 (Canoni al XQuery Translation) :

Let Q be a anoni al XQuery statement. There is an

expression E in TAX that is equivalent to Q.

Proof: Use the same translation pro edure as before, ex ept that in Step 5, we arrange the various identi ed pattern

trees in the nesting sequen e, inside out, and then form a as ade of left-outer-joins; e.g., if we have patterns T 1,
T 2, T 3, we form ((T 1 {{./ T 2) {{./ T 3); On e again, with ea h join, asso iate as join onditions any predi ates from
the WHERE lause that referen e variables in exa tly the trees being joined. Also, in Step 8, instead of just a single
grouping to order outputs, a as ade of grouping operators are applied in the nesting sequen e, inside out.
We now onsider some XQuery fa ilities not in luded in a anoni al XQuery statement. XQuery permits the
same variable to be de lared over multiple ranges { either expli itly or impl itily via INTERSECT. An example
of expli it de laration is FOR $a IN //book/author, $a IN //university//fa ulty, ... while an impli it de laration
is FOR $a IN (//book/author INTERSECT //university//fa ulty). Note that FOR $a IN (//book/author EXCEPT
//university//fa ulty) is not an example of de laring a variable over multiple ranges.
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Lemma 6.2 (Eliminating Multiple Range De larations) : For every XQuery statement there is an equivalent
XQuery statement in whi h no variable is de lared over multiple ranges.

Proof: Let Q be a XQuery statement and let

$x be a variable de lared over the ranges range1, ..., rangek. Let
the de larations be FOR $x IN (range1 INTERSECT ... INTERSECT rangek). Then repla e this de laration by the
de larations FOR $x1 IN range1, ..., $xk IN rangek. Add the ondition $x1 = $x2 AND ... $x1 = $xk to the WHERE
lause asso iated with this FOR lause. Repla e every o urren e of $x in the asso iated RETURN statement by any
$xi. It is easy to see that this transformation preserves the equivalen e of queries. A repeated appli ation of this
transformation yields the desired equivalent query.

Lemma 6.3 (Quanti ers) :

Every XQuery statement involving quanti ers in WHERE lauses an be rewritten
into an equivalent quanti er free statement in XQuery extended with a set di eren e fa ility.

Proof Sket h: Any o urren e of SOME quanti ers an be easily rewritten by:
1. dropping the quanti er expression from the WHERE lause,
2. de laring the quanti ed variable in the immediately surrounding FOR lause with the same range over whi h
it was originally quanti ed, and
3. adding the ondition following SATISFIES to the WHERE lause where the quanti er originally o urred.
This transformation learly preserves equivalen e. By repeating this transformation for every o urren e of the
SOME quanti er, we an generate an equivalent XQuery statement that does not use this quanti er.
Next, onsider an o urren e of the EVERY quanti er. Let the quanti ed expression be EVERY $x IN (<range>)
SATISFIES ond, o urring some query Q. Create query Q1 to be identi al to Q, ex ept that this quanti ed expression
is deleted. Create query Q2 to be identi al to Q ex ept that this quanti ed expression is repla ed by the expression
SOME $x IN (<range>) SATISFIES (NOT ond). Clearly, the result of Q an be obtained as the result of Q1 minus
the result of Q2. Also, ea h of Q1 and Q2 has one less EVERY quanti er than Q. (The SOME quanti er in Q2 is
shown here for ease of exposition, and is immediately removed using the te hnique shown above). Sin e there are
only a nite number of quanti ers in any query, this pro ess an be applied repeatedly until no more quanti ers
remain in the query.
In summary, we have shown how a anoni al XQuery statement an be expressed in TAX. Then we showed how
various XQuery statements ould be redu ed to anoni al form. From here, by exhaustive onsideration of XQuery
onstru ts, one an establish the following laim:

Theorem 6.4 (Translating XQuery) : Let Q be an XQuery query not involving re ursion, fun tion alls or
tag variables, whi h further satis es the following:




the variables bound in the LET lauses are bound to an aggregate expression; and
all regular path expressions used involve only onstants or wild ards and may further use `/' and `//'.

Then there is an expression E in TAX that is equivalent to Q.
Note that the pre ise de nition of XQuery is a moving target, and the laim above ould be a e ted by the
addition of powerful new onstru ts to XQuery. In the event that some XQuery onstru t is missed by us in our
exhaustive onsideration, or added thereafter by the W3C ommittee, su h a onstru t will either be expressible in
anoni al form, or an be re orded as an additional ex eption in the theorem statement.
Similar translation theorems an be shown for Quilt, XML-QL, XQL, and so on, suppressed here for brevity.6
From our experien e, we have found that most interesting XML queries arising in pra ti e an be translated to TAX.
We have ons iously hosen to keep re ursion outside the algebra, and have thus managed to devise a lean algebra
with a small set of simple and intuitive operators. Furthermore, for queries involving re ursion, an implementation of
TAX an provide an expli it support for iteration. This is similar to implementing dedu tive databases via relational
algebra plus iteration.
6 Interestingly, several queries requiring the use of Skolem fun tions in XML-QL an be expressed in TAX, whi h doesn't have this

feature.
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$1.tag = book &
$2.tag = publisher &
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$3
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$5
$2.tag = name & $3.tag = book &
$4.tag = publisher & $6.tag = title &
$5.tag = name & $2.content = $5.content

$1.tag = books &
$2.tag = publisher &
$3.tag = publications &
$4.tag = title

P4
P5

P3

P1

$1
pc

Figure 8: Pattern trees for translation of a XQuery query (Ex:6.2) into TAX
6.3

XQuery Examples

Example 6.1 Consider a simple XQuery query.

<Result>
FOR

WHERE
RETURN
</Result>

$b IN do ument("http://www.biblio. om/books.xml")//book,
$a IN $b/author
$a/firstname = "Mark" AND $a/lastname = "Twain"
$b

This query an be expressed in TAX with a straightforward sele tion.7

Example 6.2 Consider the lassi XQuery query that takes a do ument arranged by book, with publisher a subelement of book, and rearrange it by publisher, ordering books under ea h publisher by title lexi ographi ally:
FOR $p IN distin t(do ument("x.xml")//book/publisher/name)
RETURN
<books>
<publisher>
<name> $p </name>
</publisher>
<publi ations>
FOR $b IN do ument("x.xml")//book[publisher/name = $p℄,
$t IN $b/title
RETURN
<title> $t </title>
ORDERBY $t
</publi ations>
</books>

7 Note that the output is onstru ted as a single (ordered) tree, not as a olle tion. This an be easily a omplished in TAX by
grouping the olle tion by nothing, and ordering the trees in the olle tion by the term representation of the pedigrees in ea h tree. Sin e
this is a ommon idiom, we will not repeat this step in future examples.
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A straightforward translation of this yields:
E0 = DE (P 2; f$1g (P 1;fg (C ))).
Here P 1, P 2 et . are pattern trees de ned in Figure 8, C is the input olle tion, and E0 is an intermediate result
omprising the olle tion of bindings for the publisher name variable, $p. DE is shorthand for dupli ate elimination
by value, obtained as a grouping (by everything) operator followed by proje tion (see Lemma 5.2). We then form:
E1 = E0 {{./
(P 3;fg (C )).
P4
{
Here, {./ denotes left outerjoin (taking the pattern P 4 as parameter). E1 is another intermediate result after
evaluating the inner FOR loops and onstraining variable values through a left outerjoin on $p. Next, we obtain:
E2 = P 3;$3: ontent;$4: ontent;books;publi ations(E1 ).
E2 puts the output together, in orre t stru ture and order. Finally, the desired output is produ ed by a simple
proje tion:
P 5;f$1;$2;$3;$4g (E2 ).

Example 6.3 The next query illustrates the LET and FILTER features of XQuery. The input do ument is a

ookbook ( ookbook.xml) ontaining se tions nested to arbitrary depth and ontaining se tion title as well as gures
whi h may themselves ontain their titles. The following query lters out se tions and their titles, while preserving
the original hierar hi al stru ture.

<to >

(

)

LET $s := do ument(" ookbook.xml")
FILTER //Se tion | //Se tion/Title)
RETURN $s

</to >
This an be expressed as a simple proje tion in TAX, with a two-node pattern tree whi h says the root tag is Se tion
and the hild tag is Title. The sole edge in the pattern is a p -edge.

Example 6.4 Consider a query that involves sele tion based on aggregate values.
FOR
$pub IN DISTINCT //publisher
LET
$bk := //book[pubinfo/publisher=$pub AND pubinfo/year=``1999"℄
WHERE
ount($bk) > 100
RETURN $pub

This query an be expressed in TAX as shown in Figure 9, where we only show the initial sele tion hoosing books
published in 1999 and the aggregation ounting su h books published by ea h publisher. Subsequently, we need to
sele t those publishers with ount > 100 and join the result with the set of (distin t) publishers out there. The latter
steps are routine.

Example 6.5 The next query illustrates how outerjoins are expressed. Consider an au tion database onsisting
of the tables users(userid, name, rating), items(itemno, des ription, o eredby, reservepri e), bids(userid, itemno,
amount, date). The following XQuery query, whi h assumes suitable XML representation of these tables, omputes
the left outerjoin of users and items.

<result>
(
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$1

$1

pc
$2
pc
$3

pc

C: $1.tag=book & $2.tag=pubinfo &
$3.tag=publisher & $4.tag=year &
$4.content=1999

$2

C: $1.tag=book & $2.tag=pubinfo &
$3.tag=publisher

$3

$4
Selection

f1(W) = $3.content;
US: count = count($1),
after lastChild($3).
Aggregation

Figure 9: Expressing XQuery query with aggregation.
FOR $u IN do ument("users.xml")//usertuple
RETURN
<user>
$u/name,
(
FOR $i IN do ument("items.xml")//itemtuple
[itemno = $u/offeredby℄
RETURN
<offering>
$i/des ription/text()
</offering> SORTBY(.)
)
</user> SORTBY(name)
)
</result>

Example 6.6 A last example query, also drawn dire tly from [7℄, on erns surgi al data where data is embedded in
free text. The following query nds those se tions entitled \Pro edure" where no anesthesia o urs before the rst
in ision.
FOR $pro IN //se tion[se tion.title="Pro edure"℄
WHERE NOT exists( $pro //Anesthesia BEFORE ($pro //In ision)[1℄ )
RETURN $pro

This query an be expressed in TAX as follows. First, proje t the input on a pattern with a se tion root with title
\Pro edure" whi h has an in ision des endant. Next, sele t for ea h pro edure its rst in ision hild in the previous
result. Third, join this with the set of pro edure elements (obtained via simple sele tion) by equating the pedigree
of the rst in ision hild above with that of an in ision des endant of the pro edure element, that has an anesthesia
element pre eding it (using before predi ate in pattern formula). Then proje t the result of the join on the pro edure
elements. Finally, subtra t this from the set of all pro edure elements. The tax query is shown in Figure 10.

6.4

Translating other XML Query Languages

TAX is not spe i ally designed for XQuery. In fa t, we have translation theorems along the lines of Theorem 6.4 for
other XML Query languages, su h as those dis ussed in [5, 17℄. We omit details for la k of spa e, presenting instead
just one illustrative example for XML-QL.

Example 6.7 The following query pulls out from a bibliography database, journal papers and books. Depending
on the type, it also retrieves the publi ation month or the publisher.
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$1 C: $1.tag=section &
ad $1.title="procedure" &
$2.tag=incision
$2

$1 C: $1.tag=section &
pc $2.tag=incision &
$2 $2.index=first

X

Selection

Projection

$1 *
C: $1.tag=section &
$1.title="procedure"
Selection

Product

$1
pc

pc

$2

$4
ad

pc
$3

$5
PL: $4

C: null($1) & $2.tag=section &
$2.title="procedure" &
$3.tag=incision & $4.tag=section &
$4.title="procedure"
ad $5.tag=anesthesia & 6.tag=incision &
$2.pedigree=$4.pedigree &
$6
$3.pedigree=$6.pedigree &
$5 before $6
Projection

$1

-

C: $1.tag=section &
$1.title="procedure"
Selection

Result of Previous
Step

Difference

Figure 10: Expressing order-based XQuery query.
$1
pc

pc
pc

$2

$3

$4

$2.tag=title & $3.tag=year &
$3.content > 1995 &
[($1.tag=journal−paper & $4.tag=month) \/
($1.tag=book & $4.tag=publisher)]
SL = {$4}

Selection Pattern

Figure 11: Expressing XML-QL queries with Skolem fun tions via disjun tion.

WHERE
CONSTRUCT

<$e> <title> $t </>
<year> 1995 </> </> CONTENT AS $p
<result ID=ResultID(p)><title>t </> </>

f WHERE $e = "journal-paper",
<month> $m </> IN $p
CONSTRUCT <result ID=ResultID($p)>
f WHERE $e = "book",
<publisher>$q </> IN $p
CONSTRUCT <result ID=ResultID($p)>

IN "www.a.b. /bib.xml"

<month>

$m

</> </>

g

<publisher>$q </> </>

g

This an be expressed with a simple sele tion in TAX (see Figure 11), while XML-QL uses heavyweight features like
Skolem fun tions and tag variables to express this query. Note the disjun tion in the formula F of the pattern. The
obvious renaming step that should follow sele tion is omitted.
6.5

New Expressions

We have shown above how large parts of XML-QL and XQuery an be expressed in terms of TAX. Furthermore,
these expressions are small in size, and in some ases, simpler even than the originals. Here we present TAX queries
that annot be expressed eÆ iently in XMLQL or XQuery.

Example 6.8 Suppose we have two olle tions { of books and of reviews, as in Figure 3. Suppose we want to take
a join of these olle tions in the sense that we want to mat h whi hever elements have ommon tags between these
two olle tions. Sin e there ould be any number of ommon tagged pairs of elements a ross a pair of trees (e.g.,
title, year, et .). We wish to in lude in the join only pairs where there is no mismat h.
We begin by taking a Cartesian produ t of the two olle tions. Then we remove from this produ t any items
that satisfy the ondition
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isRoot($1) && $5.tag=book && $2.tag=review && $4.tag=$7.tag && $4. ontent6=$7. ontent

This is a very high level way of expressing a non-trivial query. Expressing this query in XQuery or XML-QL is
hard be ause we will need to spe ify in lusion of exa tly those pairs for whi h all de ned subelements mat h, but
having some subelements missing is alright.

7
7.1

Optimization and Evaluation
Implementation Issues

In a typi al relational query implementation, the rst step is a sele tion, based on an index if available, or else
through a full s an. Joins are implemented on the data streams that result. A similar strategy has been adopted
in the Timber implementation of TAX. The rst thing that happens is the mat hing of a pattern tree, whi h ould
be through a database s an, an indexed a ess, or a ombination of indexed a esses and targeted pro essing of
index entries. (See [3℄ for a study of alternative a ess methods for pattern tree mat hing.) On e witness trees
(embeddings of the pattern tree in the database) have been found, ea h operator manipulates these witness trees
as required. Note that pattern trees are independently spe i ed by ea h operator in a TAX expression. The rst,
typi ally a sele tion, operator a tually nds witnesses in the base data. Subsequent operators evaluate pattern tree
embeddings on suitable intermediate results.
Finally, a word about pedigree. TAX assumes the availability of pedigree | where would this ome from in a
real system? There is no unique answer, but the Timber system uses the position of an element in a do ument for
this purpose. In fa t, the introdu tion of this additional attribute is ostless, be ause it is required as part of the
physi al implementation, serving a role akin to RId in a relational database. A very similar notion is used in the
Niagara system [29℄, bearing testament to the \naturalness" of this notion.
7.2

Derived Operators

Join, one of the most important operators in relational database implementations, is regarded a derived operator.
Yet, in terms of expressing queries as well as of evaluating them, one thinks of joins dire tly. Similar arguments apply
in TAX. Using just the primitive TAX operators, some simple tasks ould require omplex expressions. Appropriate
derived operators an help. Moreover, dire t implementation of some of these derived operators an be substantially
more eÆ ient than evaluation of a sequen e of primitive operators. We have seen the value of join and left-outer-join
operators above. Other derived operators an be de ned as needed.
7.3

Operator Identities

Operator identities are essential to query rewriting and optimization. Tax operators have most of the usual identities
one would expe t. For instan e, set union and interse tion are asso iative and ommutative; all TAX operators
ex ept Groupby (subje t to appropriate onstraints on predi ates that may appear in pattern trees) distribute over
set operations; and so on. For brevity, we only dis uss a few issues of parti ular interest.
Produ t is not ommutative sin e data trees are ordered. Furthermore, it is not asso iative as shown in Figure 12.
However, Cartesian produ t immediately followed by a reorder on the root node of the result is indeed ommutative.
Similarly, Cartesian produ t an be rendered asso iative by proje ting out the virtual produ t root node due to the
rst produ t operation, whi h is now a hild of the root after the se ond produ t operation. This extra node is
retaining information regarding the parenthesization that we wish to lose to assure asso iativity. On e this node is
proje ted out, the result is a single produ t root with three symmetri hildren, thereby assuring the asso iativity
of the produ t. Similar observations hold for joins.
The asso iativity and ommutativity of join is riti al for the join reordering entral to mu h of query optimization.
In light of the foregoing dis ussion, join operations an be reordered in a TAX query optimizer, provided that enough
are is exer ised. Spe i ally, TAX expressions an have the additional reorder and proje t operators inserted where
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C1  (C2  C3 ), and ( ) An asso iative produ t obtained after proje tion

su h insertions an be shown not to a e t the nal answer, and then these operators an be ombined with the joins
to render them asso iative/ ommutative as shown above. There are many ases where the nal answer will not be
a e ted | examples in lude when the result of a join is proje ted on to one of the two operands of the join, for
self-joins, and so on. Besides, the asso iative version of join seems to be more natural in pra ti e.

8

Related Work

There is no shortage of algebras for data manipulation. Ever sin e Codd's seminal paper [9℄ there have been e orts
to extend relational algebra in one dire tion or another. Klug's work on aggregation [25℄ is worth mentioning in
parti ular, as is the stream of work on the nested relational model. There is a grammar-based algebra for manipulating
tree-stru tured data [20℄, shown equivalent to a al ulus. The tree manipulations are all performed in the manner of
produ tion rules, and there is no lear path to eÆ ient set-oriented implementation. Also, this work predates XML
by quite a bit, and there is no obvious means for mapping XML into this data model.
Tree pattern mat hing is a well-studied problem, with notions of regular expressions, grammars, et . being
extended from strings to trees ( f. [14, 21℄). These ideas have been in orporated into an obje t-oriented database,
and an algebra developed for these in the Aqua proje t [30℄. The fo us of this algebra is the identi ation of pattern
mat hes, and their rewriting, in the style of grammar produ tion rules. Our notion of tree pattern and witness trees
follows Aqua in spirit. However, Aqua has no ounterpart for most TAX operators.
In the ontext of the Web, we should mention GraphLog [12℄, Hy+ [11℄, et ., and the re ently proposed models
for semi-stru tured data (see, e.g., Lorel [1℄ and UnQL [6℄); all propose query languages, with more or less e ort at
an a ompanying algebra.
Even in the XML ontext, several algebras have been proposed. [4℄ is an in uential early work that has impa ted
XML s hema spe i ation. However, there is no real manipulation algebra des ribed in that paper. [16℄ proposes an
algebra arefully tailor-made for Quilt. This algebra, like the XDu e system [22℄, is fo used on type system issues.
It forms the intelle tual basis for the re ently issued XQuery algebra do ument [15℄ by the W3C working group on
XML Query. While the algebra would be useful in investigating the semanti s of XML Query, in dete ting errors,
and in proving query programs orre t, it appears unlikely that this algebra will in itself form the basis of an e e tive
implementation. In [10℄, the authors present an algebra for XML, de ned as an extension to relational algebra,
that is pra ti al and implemented. However, the main obje t of manipulation in this algebra, as in XML-QL, is
the tuple and not the tree. A \bind" operator is used to reate sets of (tuples of) bindings for spe i ed labeled
nodes. Due to the onsequent loss of stru ture, this s heme very qui kly breaks down when omplex analyses are
required. Similarly, [26℄ des ribes a navigational algebra for querying XML, treating individual nodes as the unit of
manipulation, rather than whole trees. Finally, [31℄ deals with many aspe ts of XML updates. In this paper, we do
not onsider updates.
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9

Summary and Status

We have presented TAX, a Tree Algebra for XML, whi h extends relational algebra by onsidering olle tions of
ordered labeled trees instead of relations as the basi unit of manipulation. In spite of the potentially omplex
stru ture of the trees involved, and the heterogeneity in a olle tion, TAX has only a ouple of operators more than
relational algebra. Furthermore, ea h of its operators uses the same basi stru ture for its parameters.
One potential ompli ation in XML manipulation is the existen e of order within a tree. Sin e olle tions are
unordered, it is not straightforward to \maintain do ument order" in output results, for example. TAX is able to
handle su h requirements eÆ iently. In fa t, the omfortable melding of ordered and unordered artifa ts is one of
the key intelle tual ontributions of TAX.
While we believe that the de nition of TAX is a signi ant intelle tual a omplishment, our primary purpose in
de ning it is to use it as the basis for query evaluation and optimization. We are urrently building the Timber
XML database system using TAX at its ore for query evaluation and optimization. Work on query optimization is
urrently underway.
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